# Grammar Worksheet

## Comparative Statements

### Word Order

- **Write the words below in the correct order.**
- **Write only TRUE sentences!**

1. bigger cows elephants are than.
   
   **Elephants are bigger than cows.**

2. faster are than airplanes cars.

3. than the moon hotter the sun is.

4. is more silver expensive than gold.

5. Mexico is than Spain larger.

6. dangerous more lions rabbits are than.

7. weekends are weekdays than better.

8. father my my older is grandfather than.

9. war is peace than worse.

10. than more monkeys are intelligent fish.
# ANSWER KEY

1. Elephants are bigger than cows. **TRUE**
2. Airplanes are faster than cars. **TRUE**
3. The sun is hotter than the moon. **TRUE**
4. Gold is more expensive than silver. **TRUE**
5. Mexico is larger than Spain. **TRUE**
6. Lions are more dangerous than rabbits. **TRUE**
7. Weekends are better than weekdays. **TRUE**
8. My grandfather is older than my father. **TRUE**
9. War is worse than peace. **TRUE**
10. Monkeys are more intelligent than fish. **TRUE**